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Moderate Waltz-time

Piano

In old New York there was a place I wish we

a tempo

had to-day Where boys and girls would meet and fall in

love without delay Just above Bowling Green in the
night-time
That was the right time
Bells were tolling when they went strolling
Up that way
Back in

Refrain

a tempo

little old New York
When the moon was

in the sky
To the kissing bridge boys with their girls would
stray Where the old canal ran across Broadway For ro-

a tempo

mance was in the air They were happy ne'er a

care And each boy loved his Miss As he stole a kiss Back in

ANOTHER "SUNSHINE OF YOUR SMILE"

LOVE SENDS A LITTLE GIFT OF ROSES

Words by
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Refrain

Love sends a little gift of roses,

Breathing a prayer unto my posies,

Torn from my heart as twilight closes,
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